Hybrid work is here to stay. However, keeping a distributed workforce aligned and up to date can be a challenge that requires workers to constantly switch between applications and search for the latest information. With Microsoft Teams, you can equip your team with the right tools for remote collaboration.

Create a collaborative learning environment in Microsoft Teams

- Stay organized with teams and channels
- Schedule and conduct team meetings
- Share and access files quickly
- Add apps to bring tools into Teams

Create a collaborative learning experience with LMS365 for Microsoft Teams

Access learning in your existing Microsoft environment
Create a collaborative learning workspace
Create and deliver learning in the flow of work
Access learning in your existing Microsoft environment

- Bring structured learning to Teams with LMS365
- Access your LMS365 Learner Dashboard without existing Teams
- Give learners flexibility to learn anytime, anywhere and on any device through Teams or the LMS365 Mobile App

Create a collaborate learning workspace

- Create specific training channels where employees can interact, help and learn from each other
- Suggest and share courses directly in a chat or channel using the LMS365 pin or @ sign
- Empower subject matter experts to create courses with the LMS365 Course Creator

Create and deliver learning in the flow of work

- Bring the LMS365 Course Catalog right into a channel as a tab
- Use LMS365 Training Plans specifically designed to the individual user’s needs
- Keep track of learners' progress and analyze the efficiency of your training programs with ready-made Power BI templates

Get LMS365 for Microsoft Teams today

Visit AppSource to get started
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